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Macromolecular	  assembly	  
•  Dynamics/kinePcs	  of	  material	  structure	  during	  processing	  

–  covalent	  bonding	  and	  non-‐covalent	  interacPons	  
–  assembly	  of	  many	  “indisPnguishable”	  parPcles	  
–  formaPon	  of	  defects	  

•  SpaPal	  organizaPon	  
–  e.g.	  emergence	  of	  clustering	  

•  Formulate	  general	  approach	  and	  algorithms	  

–  apply	  and	  validate	  in	  specific	  applicaPons/experiments	  
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Factors	  influencing	  material	  properPes	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  When	  chemical	  composiPon	  alone	  does	  not	  determine	  the	  material	  

properPes,	  we	  need	  to	  simultaneously	  consider	  the	  chemistry,	  the	  
process,	  the	  material	  structure,	  and	  the	  resulPng	  properPes,	  ulPmately	  
the	  product.	  
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kinePcs	  =	  dynamics	  
Focus	  here	  is	  on	  	  
process/structure	  
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MECHANISM OF 
CONDUCTING  

CHANNEL FORMATION 

Order and Disorder 

ROLE OF CRYSTALLINITY  

CONJUGATION EFFECTS: 
INTRA- VS INTER-CHAIN  

CONTROL OF 
MICROSTRUCTURE 

q SemiconducPng	  polymer	  properPes	  
strongly	  dependent	  on	  final	  	  thin	  film	  
morphology	  (microstructure).	  
§  highly	  process	  dependent	  
	  

q Microstructure	  development	  during	  	  film	  
forma1on	  	  not	  	  well	  understood	  

Elsa	  Reichmanis	  



Possible	  approaches	  	  

1.  First	  principles:	  mulP-‐scale	  modeling	  and	  
model	  reducPon	  

2.  Empirical:	  regression	  and	  staPsPcal	  design	  of	  
experiments	  

3.  Combine	  all	  sources	  of	  informaPon	  to	  make	  
the	  best	  decision	  

“All	  models	  are	  wrong,	  some	  models	  are	  useful.”	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  –	  George	  Box	  



Dynamic	  modeling	  of	  self-‐assembly	  

	  

OpPons	  

1.	  ProbabilisPc	  representaPon	  
•  Master	  equaPon	  or	  Liouville	  equaPon	  
•  State-‐affine	  control	  system	  
•  Graph	  structure	  
2.	  StochasPc	  simulaPons	  of	  Pme-‐dependent	  behavior	  

•  Molecular	  dynamics	  (many	  body	  Hamiltonian)	  
•  KinePc	  Monte	  Carlo	  (Poisson	  staPsPcs)	  
•  State	  is	  not	  meaningful	  as	  a	  dynamic	  state	  
3.	  Moment	  equaPons	  
•  Not	  closed	  for	  many	  properPes	  of	  interest	  
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What	  is	  the	  minimal	  mathemaPcal	  structure?	  

Michael	  
	  Bevan	  



ReducPon	  approach	  
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Construct	  a	  discrete-‐state	  reduced-‐order	  model	  from	  simulaPon	  data	  

Oguz	  and	  Gallivan,	  AutomaPca,	  2008	  



OpPmized	  GaAs	  deposiPon	  process	  
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Fig. 14. A portion of the desired surface structure. The initial surface structure
has regular trenches (dark lines), and as the deposition is performed, clusters
are formed.

Fig. 15. Optimized flux profile computed by the dynamic model.

structure is shown in Fig. 14. Snapshot 861 is matched with
Node 182 of SOM3 during the training. This node is accessible
through a constant input simulation with a flux of 0.08 ML/s.
Identification of the flux profile that would reach Node 182
in the minimum amount of time can be posed as a dynamic
optimization problem. Because of the limited state space
obtained by grouping similar surface configuration groups, it
is possible to solve this dynamic optimization problem using
exhaustive enumeration (without eliminating the suboptimal
paths at each step) in a short amount of time.

We used eight flux settings (0.06, 0.08, . . . 0.20 ML/s)
and found the optimized input profile that would give us the
minimum deposition time to reach SOM Node 182. Each input
profile is a sequence of 10 flux values, and there is a flux
value for each coverage interval. Having eight flux settings
and 10 coverage intervals, there are 810 possible input profiles.
According to the dynamic model, only 20% of these profiles
are able to reach SOM Node 182. Running each simulation
takes about 24 h utilizing an Intel Xeon processor with a speed
of 2.66 GHz, so it would have taken 2.9 million years to run
all of the 810 simulations with a single processor. However,
using our dynamic model, it took only 5 min to predict the
evolution of the film structure during these simulations. The
minimum cost was obtained with the input profile shown in
Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the KMC simulation trajectory and
the estimated trajectory on SOM3. Again, we have a good
agreement between these two trajectories. This particular input
profile provided a 48% reduction in the deposition time to reach
the desired surface structure, when compared with the constant
input KMC simulation under 0.08 ML/s Ga flux. The values
of ESSC, ESSC� and ESSC�� for the prediction of the final film
structure are 0.0159, 0.2207 and 0.2312, respectively. These
values are within the range of cumulative distribution functions
shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

In order to visualize the accuracy of this prediction, we
also plotted a portion of the SSC functions, which belonged
to the actual KMC simulation data, its best matching unit on
the map (Node 184) and estimated film structure (Node 182).

Fig. 16. Trajectories of the KMC simulation (thin red line) with the optimal
flux profile and the prediction (thick black line) on SOM3. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 17. Reconstructions of SSCup,down,i with the prototype vectors of the
SOM nodes 182, 184 and the original simulation data.

According to Fig. 17, the simulation data is much noisier than
the reconstructions. Also, the lower peak value of the SSC
function (around radius = 12) of the SOM Nodes 182 and
184 is slightly off compared to the one directly from the KMC
simulation. However, the plateau corresponding to the number
of step pairs which are distanced by more than 20 lattice units
is captured well with the prediction. Hence, these two SSC
functions are very similar overall. This similarity indicates that
the dynamic model, once again, does a good job in terms of
predicting the final film structure. Furthermore, this prediction
can be improved by increasing the size of the training data
set and number of SOM nodes in the cell map, or possibly
by placing a greater weight on the important, but small sized
features, during the training of the SOM.

5. Conclusions

This study describes an approach for understanding and
modeling process dynamics from molecular simulations. The
proposed algorithm is used on high dimensional Kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of epitaxial GaAs thin film
deposition. This algorithm consists of three steps: applying
principal component analysis (PCA), a self organizing map
(SOM) and simple cell mapping (SCM) to identify a dynamic
process model. First, a spatial correlation function is used to
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Achieve	  desired	  state	  as	  rapidly	  as	  possible.	  

Desired surface structure (KMC) 

Oguz	  and	  Gallivan,	  AutomaPca,	  2008	  

Optimized input trajectory 
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Mid-‐talk	  conclusions	  

•  Seems	  like	  a	  viable	  approach	  generally	  
–  Requires	  a	  low-‐order	  representaPon	  in	  structure	  space	  
–  Could	  even	  be	  built	  from	  experimental	  samples	  (but	  need	  
a	  lot)	  

–  Applying	  this	  approach	  to	  feedback	  control	  of	  colloidal	  
assembly	  now	  

•  Availability	  of	  high-‐accuracy	  models	  is	  limited	  for	  
advanced	  technology	  applicaPons	  
–  Can	  spend	  a	  lot	  of	  Pme	  creaPng	  a	  new	  model	  
– Might	  be	  necessary	  to	  use	  available	  models	  along	  with	  
experimental	  data	  to	  move	  forward	  with	  design	  

	  



QuesPons	  for	  experimental	  design	  

•  Experiments	  are	  costly	  (money	  and	  especially	  Pme)	  
–  How	  can	  we	  design	  the	  best	  (most	  informaPve)	  experiments?	  
–  Goal	  is	  to	  find	  a	  recipe	  to	  meet	  a	  target	  structure	  

•  How	  to	  design	  the	  first	  set	  of	  experiments?	  
–  Use	  data	  from	  similar	  but	  different	  systems	  
–  Expert	  opinion	  
–  Any	  available	  models	  

•  How	  to	  design	  subsequent	  rounds	  of	  experiments?	  
–  Learn	  as	  you	  go,	  to	  focus	  experiments	  in	  promising	  regions	  
–  Use	  available	  models	  to	  direct	  the	  experiments	  



Model	  system:	  nanoparPcle	  deposiPon	  

•  Deposit	  silver	  nanoparPcles	  on	  a	  
silicon	  wafer	  in	  a	  supercriPcal	  
carbon	  dioxide	  process,	  from	  
organometallic	  precursors	  

•  CharacterizaPon:	  SEM	  
•  Example	  of	  a	  system	  for	  which	  the	  

mechanism	  is	  not	  well	  understood	  
•  Why	  sc-‐CO2?	  

–  High	  solubility,	  low	  viscosity	  
–  Green	  

Dennis	  Hess	  



IniPal	  experiment	  design:	  approach	  

•  Provide	  experts	  with	  informaPon	  about	  silver	  
nanoparPcle	  deposiPon	  
– Ask	  them	  about	  how	  iridium	  nanoparPcle	  
deposiPon	  will	  be	  different	  

– AcPvaPon	  energy,	  mean	  size,	  relevant	  
temperature	  range,	  confidence	  

– Build	  individual	  models	  for	  each	  expert,	  then	  a	  
unified	  model	  

– Choose	  experimental	  design	  points	  and	  run	  
experiments	  



IniPal	  experimental	  design:	  analysis	  
Target	  size	  is	  40	  nm	  



IniPal	  experimental	  design:	  results	  

Large,	  agglomerated	  par5cles	  
deposited	  along	  with	  discrete	  
nanopar5cles	  	  
This	  was	  not	  the	  expected	  or	  predicted	  
behavior!	  

Measure	  mean	  IrNP	  size	  for	  
small	  par5cles	  at	  each	  
temperature	  	  
-‐	  Target	  size	  of	  40	  nm	  is	  near	  
experimental	  points.	  



SequenPal	  experimental	  design	  

AdapPve	  combined	  design	  (ACD)	  balances	  
space	  filling	  and	  D-‐opPmal	  criteria	  
dynamically,	  based	  on	  current	  confidence	  
in	  model.	  

Layers	  of	  experiment	  computes	  the	  design	  
region	  for	  the	  next	  batch	  of	  experiments,	  
based	  on	  model	  predicPons	  for	  promising	  
regions.	  



Results:	  Layer	  1	  

	  

•  Space	  filling	  design	  used	  iniPally	  
•  Region:	  120°C	  –	  150°C	  

T	  (ºC)	   Mean	  NP	  
size	  (nm)	  

Model	  
order	  	   AIC	   PB	  

120	   44.0	   1	   26.1	   0.59	  

130	   41.6	   2	   28.1	   0.41	  

140	   55.2	  

150	   51.8	  

(L*,	  x*)	  =	  	  

Target	  size	  is	  20	  nm	  

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ))max(| ( ||, ( ) ( )) |( )j j j jL T Ty x CI x y x CI x= −− −+



	  
•  L*	  =	  2.49nm	  <	  d	  =	  5nm	  

–  Terminate	  algorithm	  
–  OpPmum	  found	  successfully	  

•  x*	  =	  69°C	  

Results:	  Layer	  2	  

T	  (ºC)	   Mean	  NP	  
size	  (nm)	  

Model	  
order	  	   AIC	   PB	  

44	   12.1	   1	   39.9	   0.54	  

56	   17.3	   2	   40.3	   0.46	  

69	   19.2	  

82	   24.1	  

Target	  size	  of	  20	  nm	  is	  found.	  



Conclusions	  and	  Future	  Work	  

•  New	  experimental	  design	  methods	  are	  
needed	  and	  can	  be	  created	  to	  
–  Incorporate	  all	  sources	  of	  knowledge	  
– Reflect	  the	  objecPve	  of	  finding	  a	  target	  property	  

•  Going	  forward…	  
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